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l-Cu-based alloys

a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Alloys  with  large  solidification  intervals  are  prone  to issues  from  the  disordered  growth  and  defect  for-
mation;  accordingly,  finding  ways  to effectively  optimize  the  microstructure,  further  to  improve  the
mechanical  properties  is  of  great  importance.  To this  end,  we  couple  travelling  magnetic  fields  with
sequential  solidification  to continuously  regulate  the  mushy  zones  of  Al-Cu-based  alloys  with  large  solid-
ification  intervals.  Moreover,  we  combine  experiments  with  simulations  to comprehensively  analyze  the
mechanisms  on  the  optimization  of  microstructure  and  properties.  Our  results  indicate  that  only  down-
ward  travelling  magnetic  fields  coupled  with  sequential  solidification  can  obtain  the  refined  and  uniform
microstructure,  and promote  the  growth  of matrix  phase  ˛-Al  along  the  direction  of  temperature  gradient.
Additionally,  the  secondary  dendrites  and  precipitates  are  reduced,  while  the  solute  partition  coefficient
and  solute  solid-solubility  are raised.  Ultimately,  downward  travelling  magnetic  fields  can  increase  the
ultimate  tensile  strength,  yield  strength,  elongation  and  hardness  from  196.2  MPa,  101.2  MPa,  14.5  % and
85.1 kg  mm−2 without  travelling  magnetic  fields  to 224.1  MPa,  114.5  MPa,  17.1 % and  102.1  kg  mm−2,
and improve  the  ductility  of  alloys.  However,  upward  travelling  magnetic  fields  have  the  adverse  effects
on microstructural  evolution,  and  lead  to a reduction  in the  performance  and  ductility.  Our  findings
demonstrate  that long-range  directional  circular  flows  generated  by travelling  magnetic  fields  direction-
ally  alter  the  transformation  and redistribution  of solutes  and  temperature,  which  finally  influences  the

solidification  behavior  and  performance.  Overall,  our  research  present  not  only  an  innovative  method
to  optimize  the  microstructures  and  mechanical  properties  for alloys  with  large  solidification  intervals,
but also  a detailed  mechanism  of travelling  magnetic  fields  on  this  optimization  during  the  sequential
solidification.

© 2020  Published  by Elsevier  Ltd  on  behalf  of The editorial  office  of  Journal  of  Materials  Science  &
Technology.
. Introduction

Typically, large solidification intervals, i.e., the difference in tem-
erature between the liquidus and the solidus, in alloys such as
l-Cu, Al-Si, Sn-Bi and Pb-Sn, act to reduce the critical velocity for

he steady growth of the flat solid-liquid interface during the solid-

fication, which can result in the instability of the interface, in turn
o form cellular and dendritic crystals [1–4]. It is widely believed
hat compositional undercooling occurs in the mushy zones more

∗ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: luoliangshunhit@163.com (L. Luo), suqhit@163.com (Y. Su).

ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmst.2020.05.048
005-0302/© 2020 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of The editorial office of Journal of
readily due to the solute enrichment, so that deflected and dis-
ordered growth of the primary dendrites ensues, together with
the prolific formation of secondary dendrites [5,6]. As a result,
the feeding channels between the dendrites in the mushy zones
become blocked, which obstructs the melt flows and increases
the formation of shrinkage, pores and segregation defects [7–9].
Accordingly, the microstructural evolution during the solidifica-
tion of alloys with large solidification intervals may  largely increase
the generation and quantity of defects [10–13], which naturally

plays a negative role in the mechanical performance of the alloys
[14,15]. Consequently, there is a persistent need to find ways to
optimize the microstructure of as-cast alloys with large solidifica-
tion intervals, to eliminate the defects and to improve mechanical

 Materials Science & Technology.
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Table 1
Related characteristics of the TMF  generator and the parameters used in the calcu-
lations of TMF  and flow fields [35,36].

Parameters Symbol Value

TMF  inner diameter Di , mm 40
TMF  outer diameter Do , mm 120
Number of windings n 330
Current frequency f, Hz 50

Phase sequence – Down-TMF: 0, 2�/3, 4�/3;
Up-TMF: 4�/3, 2�/3, 0

Maximum electric current I0, A 24
Effective electric current Ie , A 17
Temperature gradient GT , K mm−1 2
Cooling rate of alloys vc , K s−1 0.3
Thermal Conductivity CT , W mK−1 236
Magnetic permeability �Al , H m−1 1
Viscosity coefficient �, Pa·s 0.00125
Electrical conductance �, S m−1 35.3e+6
Latent heat Lm , kJ kg−1 396.1

Table 2
Preparation process of different samples and actual chemical compositions mea-
sured by XPS.

No. Al, wt.  % Cu, wt.  % Ie , A TMF vd , �m·s−1

1 Bal 4.99 17 Up-TMF 150
L. Luo et al. / Journal of Materials S

roperties. At present, several methods have been proposed to
chieve these goals. These approaches include primarily the refine-
ent in the grain size and primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) of

he as-cast microstructure [16] by adding the refiners [17], reg-
lating the alloy melt [18,19], increasing the cooling rate [20,21],
nd performing the mechanical or electromagnetic stirring [22–24]
nd ultrasonic treatments [25]. By contrast, travelling magnetic
elds (TMF) are especially attractive as they are non-contacting and
ollution-free [26]. Moreover, during the solidification, buoyancy,
arangoni forces and the Lorentz forces induced by TMF  will gener-

te various directional circular flows rather than natural convection
n the alloys melt, which can effectively control the heat and mass
ransport [27,28]. Several authors [29,30] have suggested that TMF
rocessing can crush and break the secondary dendrite arms, addi-
ionally transfer the shredded fragments to the high-temperature

elt zone or the undercooled liquid region for re-melting and
e-nucleation. It has also been claimed that the redistribution of
olute and temperature at the solidification front [31,32] produced
y TMF  can also change microstructural evolution in the alloys
33,34]. In short, TMF  processing has the capability to refine and
omogenize the microstructure of as-cast alloys, and further to
educe the generation of defects during the solidification process.
evertheless, the specific microstructural improvement process

or alloys with large solidification intervals are rare. Specifically,
he studies on changes of solidification behavior and mechanical
erformance induced by TMF  are unclear and incomplete; more-
ver, the mechanisms of TMF  on improving as-cast microstructures
emain systematically unexplained.

In light of this, in the current work we implement a coupling
f TMF  with sequential solidification, i.e.,  a vertical upward uni-
irectional ordered solidification, to improve the microstructure
nd mechanical properties of Al-Cu-based alloys with large solidi-
cation intervals by continuously regulating the mushy zones. We
dditionally conduct a comprehensive study, by a combination of
xperiments and simulations, on the effects of TMF  on variations
f microstructure and performance by the sequential solidification.
e propose three hypothetical mechanisms from the perspective

f alloy melt flows, mass transfer, heat transfer, thermodynamics
nd mechanical forces, to determine the most reasonable mech-
nism. Our objective is to present an effective approach for the
mprovement of microstructure and mechanical performance of
lloys with large solidification intervals, and to discern the most
lausible explanation for the positive changes in solidification
ehavior induced by travelling magnetic fields.

. Methods

.1. Material preparation

A self-designed sequential solidification equipment coupled
ith TMF  was used for the preparation of samples, as shown in

ig. 1a. Here, we define “Up-TMF”, “Down-TMF” and “No-TMF” as
he solidification process with upward axial magnetic field force,
ith downward axial magnetic field force and without TMF  respec-

ively. In addition, sequential solidification was realized by rapidly
ooling the bottom of alloy melt as shown in Fig. 1a. Considering the
trong spatial and temporal dependence of TMF [31], we moved the
lloy melt downward for 30 mm to keep the mushy zone in an effec-
ive region of the magnetic force before the solidification process
tarted. Moreover, to achieve the coupling of TMF  and sequential
olidification, we moved the alloy melt downward by a constant

elocity vd = 150 �m/s  to maintain the mushy zones in a stable
osition, which was given by:

d = vc/GT , (1)
2  Bal 5.00 0 No-TMF 150
3  Bal 4.99 17 Down-TMF 150

Where GT is the temperature gradient and vc denotes the cooling
rate of alloy melt, the values of which were the average of multi-
ple experimental measurements. Besides, the related experimental
and simulated parameters are shown in Table 1 [35,36]. Al-5 wt.%Cu
alloys were used as model alloys in this study and prepared by using
raw materials of pure aluminum (with high purity as 99.99 wt.%)
and an Al-50 wt.%Cu master alloy. Each sample was  melted at 1023
K in a resistance furnace and degassed with high-purity argon. After
holding for 15 min., the alloy melt was  poured into a corundum
tube with 10 mm in diameter and 180 mm  in length. The corun-
dum tube was preheated in the tube furnace at 1023 K (Fig. 1a),
where the sequential solidification process, with or without TMF,
was carried out. The preparation process and chemical composition
for samples are listed in Table 2.

2.2. Measurement and analysis methods

As shown in Fig. 1b, we  selected a location between 70 and
130 mm from the bottom to the top of the castings along the
growth direction, for the purpose of achieving the relatively stable
directional microstructure of samples. We  cut the selected sam-
ples in half evenly along the longitudinal direction, and analyzed
their microstructure in the transverse and the longitudinal sections
by using the scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Quanta 200FEG,
FEI, USA) and three-dimensional computed tomography (3D-CT,
Xradia 520 Versa, Zeiss, USA). In addition, energy dispersive spec-
troscopy (EDS, Quanta 200FEG, FEI, USA), X-ray diffraction (XRD,
Empyrean, Panalytical, NL) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS, ESCALAB 250Xi, ThermoFisher, USA) were used together to
determine the chemical composition of the precipitation phases in
the microstructure. Crystal orientation, the volume fraction of the
precipitates and the size of the dendritic crystals were measured
using electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD, Quanta 200FEG,
FEI, USA). It is worth mentioning that the functions of SEM, EDS and
EBSD are implemented on the same instrument. The measurements

of tensile strength were performed at room temperature with a
strain rate of 10−3 s−1 by universal testing machine (Instron5569,
Instron, USA), and the tensile axis was  paralleled to the growth
direction of samples. The tensile tests were repeated three times
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of experiment and the selection of samples. (a) Equipment for the coupling of TMF  with sequential solidification. (b) The selection of experimental
samples and simulated models.
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ig. 2. Images of each slice along the radial direction taken by 3D-CT. Higher brightne
ure,  the green represents the Cu-containing precipitates, while the black within gre
ircle  II in (b) indicates the deflection of the primary ˛-Al dendrites.

o take the average value, of which the standard deviation was
pproximately 5%. Micro-hardness were measured by a hardness
ester (HVS-1000A, Laizhou Huayin, CHN) with a 500 g load and a
well time of 10 s. The average value of 10 times measurements was
aken, of which the standard deviation was about 5%. The strength
f the magnetic fields used in the experiments were measured by
sing a tesla-meter (HT201A, Shanghai Hengtong, CHN).

.3. Simulations and calculations

Statistical analysis of the PDAS were performed by the Image-
ro software (Media Cybernetics, Inc., USA). Alloy phase diagrams
ere calculated by the Pandat software (CompuTherm LLC, USA).

he magnetic fields and magnetic force density were simulated

y using the Ansoft-Maxwell software (ANSYS Inc., USA). In addi-
ion, Ansoft-CFX software (ANSYS Inc., USA) was utilized to emulate
he flow fields induced by TMF  during the sequential solidification.
elated parameters applied in the simulations are shown in Table 1.
e images indicate the regions with higher content of Cu. With respect to microstruc-
presents the primary dendritic ˛-Al. Circle I in (b) indicates the accumulation of Cu.

In the simulations of magnetic fields, the following assumptions
were made: (i) the permittivity, permeability and material con-
ductivity involved in the calculations were assumed to be constant
and regardless of the influence of temperature; (ii) each set of coils
was considered as a unit, and the magnetic flux leakage between
each two winds were neglected; (iii) the refractories attached to
the TMF  generator and the insulation materials in the experiments
were modeled as regions of vacuum, because of their low perme-
ability and non-conductivity; (iv) the heating of the melt caused
by TMF  were not considered in the simulations. Analogously, in the
calculations of the melt flow fields, the following assumptions were
made: (i) the initial mushy zone was  simplified as the Tm =821 K
isothermal region at 30–35 mm from the bottom of the alloy casting
along the growth direction; (ii) the temperatures in regions below

30 mm were set as 820 K, while the regions above 35 mm were set
as 1023 K to more clearly distinguish the evolution of the mushy
zones; (iii) the corresponding temperatures in the melt at the orig-
inal state were assumed to be stable; (iv) the magnetic forces were
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Fig. 3. Three-dimensional morphology of the precipitated phases taken by 3D-CT.

Table 3
Related results of the crystal structural evolution on the (200)Al and (111)Al crystal
planes derived from the XRD data.

Crystal face index
Samples

No-TMF Up-TMF Down-TMF

(200)Al

�, degree 44.781 44.779 45.040
a, nm 0.40444 0.40446 0.40222
Smax , at. % 0.6019 0.5555 5.7407
�, degree 38.555 38.555 38.817
L. Luo et al. / Journal of Materials S

ssumed to be only applied to the melt with temperatures above,
r equal to, Tm.

. Results

It is well known that the prominent phases in Al-5 wt.%Cu alloys
re mainly the Al-Cu precipitated phases and the matrix phase ˛-
l dendrites [37–39], so we can separately analyze the evolution of
recipitates and ˛-Al. Additionally, according to the results in many

iteratures [40,41], we can determine that the matrix phase ˛-Al
endrites originating from different nuclei embryo and growing
long the direction of temperature gradient can be considered as
he primary dendrites, which are also the focus of our research.

.1. Evolution of precipitates and variation of Cu solid solubility
n matrix ˛-Al phase

The effects of TMF  on the evolution of the precipitates occur pri-
arily with respect to its distribution, content and transformation.

ccordingly, we used the 3D-CT to analyze the three-dimensional
icrostructure of the samples, and processed the images to

nhance the brightness of the regions with higher Cu content.
esults shown in Fig. 2 can confirm that when TMF  is not applied,
he primary ˛-Al dendrites mainly grow in the direction of temper-
ture gradient (Fig. 2a); additionally, relatively coarse precipitates
ontaining large amounts of Cu will primarily aggregate along the
rimary dendritic ˛-Al boundaries. In addition, Up-TMF can cause
he growth directions of the primary ˛-Al dendrites to be deflected,
nd promote the substantial generation of secondary ˛-Al den-
rites (see Circle II in Fig. 2b). In this case, the high Cu-containing
recipitates (see Circle I in Fig. 2b) will distribute largely at the

ront of the ˛-Al primary dendrites growing along the direction of
emperature gradient. In contrast, Down-TMF can effectively elim-
nate the formation of high Cu-containing precipitates, resulting in
he refinement and uniform distribution of the remaining granular
recipitates (Fig. 2c). In addition, we selected the central region of
he samples and separated the three-dimensional morphology of
he precipitated phases as shown in Fig. 3. It can be obtained that
ithout TMF, the volume fraction of the precipitated phases is 7.56
; which are mainly distributed along the direction of the tempera-
ure gradient, accompanied by the radial aggregation. It also can be
bserved that the addition of Up-TMF greatly increase the content
f the precipitated phases (10.53 %) along the radial and longitudi-
al directions, resulted from the more severe enrichment of solute
nd the redistribution of temperature in front of primary phase ˛-
l growing along the direction of temperature gradient. Conversely,
ith the application of the Down-TMF, the ˛-Al can grow along the

irection of the temperature gradient without hindrance. In this
ase, the volume fraction of precipitated phase decrease to 5.41 %,
hich are refined and uniformly distributed at the grain boundaries

f the primary ˛-Al phase.
Similarly, we analyzed the composition and content of precipi-

ates in the microstructures with different TMF  processes as shown
n Fig. 4. Combining the results in Fig. 4c and Table 2, it is apparent
hat compared to the volume fraction of Al2Cu in No-TMF pro-
essing (26.1 %), it can be decreased to 12.3 % with Down-TMF,
hereas it will significantly be increased to 40.2 % with Up-TMF.

here are large numbers of precipitates, including the stable Al2Cu
hase and the metastable AlCu3 and AlCu phases, appearing in both
he transverse and longitudinal sections of the samples solidified
ith No-TMF and Up-TMF processing (Fig. 4a and b). However,

ith Down-TMF processing, the diffraction peaks of precipitates

ncluding the stable Al2Cu phase and the metastable AlCu3 and
lCu phases are decreased relatively in both the transverse and

ongitudinal sections of the samples.
(111)Al a, nm 0.40410 0.40412 0.40149
Smax , at. % 1.3889 1.3426 7.4306

In order to study the reasons for the variations in precipitates
and the distribution of the Cu atoms, we focused on the solid
solubility Smax of Cu in the matrix ˛-Al phase. To this end, we
additionally analyzed the evolution of the precipitated phases via
theoretical calculations of crystal structure measured by the XRD
data in the transverse sections. First, we  calculated the lattice con-
stant a of the ˛-Al, from Bragg’s law [42] and the Scherrer formulas
[43], in terms of the Miller indices H′, K′, L′, the x-ray wavelength �
=0.154056 nm,  and the Bragg angle �, viz:

a =
�
(
H′2 + K ′2 + L′2

)1/2

2 sin �
. (2)

The calculated results on the (200)Al and (111)Al crystal planes of
˛-Al are presented in Table 3. Compared to No-TMF processing, Up-
TMF  processing always lead to an increase of the lattice constant a
of the ˛-Al grains on both the (200)Al plane and the (111)Al plane.
On the contrary, with Down-TMF processing, the lattice constants
of grains on each crystal plane are reduced. These changes in the lat-
tice constant are closely related to the solid solubility Smax of Cu in
the matrix ˛-Al phase. Accordingly, we  estimated the solid solubil-

ity Smax of Cu in the ˛-Al phase matrix from the Vegard relationship
[44]:

(1 − Smax)a0 + Smaxa1 = a, (3)
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Fig. 4. The composition and content of precipitation phases. XRD maps of the (a) transverse and (b) longitudinal sections of the solidified samples. (c) The content statistics
for  the matrix phase ˛-Al and precipitation phase Al2Cu, as measured by EBSD.
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ig. 5. Microstructural energy spectrum analysis measured in cross-sections of diff
he  variation in Pma, Pws and Pma/Pws, the corresponding values of each energy spe
f  Cu in the whole section and the relative solubility ratio, respectively.

here a0, a1 and a are respectively the lattice constant of the pure
olvent element (Al), the solute element (Cu) and the matrix phase
-Al. As Al and Cu are both the face-centered cubic with respective
tomic radii of 0.1431 nm and 0.1278 nm,  their lattice constants are

.4047 nm and 0.3615 nm,  respectively. Consequently, their solid
olubility can be calculated from Eq. 3. Results listed in Table 3 can
learly demonstrate that compared to the processing without TMF
with a maximum Smax of 1.38 at.%), Down-TMF processing (with
samples. The red circles in (a), (b) and (c) represent the energy spectrum points. (d)
 test point, which represent the concentration of Cu in the matrix, the concentration

a maximum Smax of 7.43 at.%) can substantially improve the solid
solubility Smax of Cu in ˛-Al, whereas Up-TMF processing (with a
maximum Smax of 1.34 at.%) causes a slight decrease. In addition, we
measured the distribution of Cu element in the microstructure by

using EDS examination of the transverse section. To avoid errors
caused by the segregation of Cu along the direction of tempera-
ture gradient, we  measured the concentration of Cu in the ˛-Al
matrix (Pma) and in the whole section (Pws), as shown in Fig. 5
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Table  4
EDS results for Cu element in the whole sectiona and at each pointb (a “Whole sec-
tion” refers to the weight percent of Cu in all areas of the microstructural images. b

“Point” refers to the weight percent of Cu at each energy spectrum test point in the
matrix phase ˛-Al.).

Processing
Cu wt.%

Whole section Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5

Down-TMF 4.95 2.87 2.87 2.81 2.80 2.86

a
a
o
s
i
˛
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a
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s
d
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t
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No-TMF 4.97 2.43 2.66 2.60 2.46 2.47
Up-TMF 4.97 1.75 1.81 2.01 1.92 1.87

nd Table 4. Wherein, the Pma of each samples was obtained by
veraging the data of the five energy spectrum points. While, Pws
f each samples was obtained by surface scanning of transverse
ection. The resulting relative solubility ratios of Pma/Pws plotted
n Fig. 5d, can be used to evaluate the solid solubility of Cu in the
-Al matrix. An average value of this Pma/Pws ratio for Up-TMF
rocessing was 0.377, compared to 0.508 for No-TMF processing
nd 0.574 for Down-TMF processing. These results again confirm
hat Down-TMF processing has a marked effect on improving the
olid solubility of Cu in the ˛-Al matrix, which in turn leads to a
ecrease in the precipitates along the grain boundaries of the ˛-Al
hase. However, the use of Up-TMF processing tends to counter
his effect.

.2. Evolution of the ˛-Al matrix phase

With respect to the evolutions of the ˛-Al matrix phase, we
ocused on the dendrite sizes, the primary dendrite arm spacing
PDAS), and their growth direction. The PDAS in ˛-Al were mea-
ured on transverse sections of samples along the tangential (p1),
iagonal (p2) and radial (p3) directions respectively, as shown in
ig. 6a; and the corresponding average values from multiple sets
f measurements are presented in Fig. 6b. The results demonstrate
hat Down-TMF processing can effectively reduce the PDAS by a

aximum of 31 % in all directions, when compared to the No-
MF  processing. In contrast, Up-TMF processing leads to an overall

ncrease of the PDAS. Similarly, these results are also evident in
ig. 2. Corresponding dendrite sizes based on EBSD results, dis-
layed in Fig. 6c and d, show that the average sizes of the dendrites

n the ˛-Al are decreased with Down-TMF processing, compared to
o-TMF processing; conversely, dendrite sizes are increased with
p-TMF processing (Fig. 6c).

From the EBSD analysis, we also find that the deviation angles for
he growth direction of ˛-Al from the direction of temperature gra-
ient during the solidification (Fig. 6d) are reduced with Up-TMF
nd Down-TMF processing in comparison to the large deviation
ngles found in No-TMF processing. Specifically, Down-TMF pro-
essing can effectively eliminate this deviation and promote the
rowth of the ˛-Al phase in the direction of temperature gradi-
nt, whereas Up-TMF processing causes a deviation with a certain
ngles from this direction. To illustrate this phenomenon, further
BSD statistical results shown in Fig. 7 indicate that with Up-TMF
r No-TMF processing, the formation of secondary ˛-Al dendrites
re largely increased, but with Down-TMF processing they are
ecreased (Fig. 7a1, b1 and c1). However, without TMF, ˛-Al den-
rites with a volume fraction of about 60 % form in chaotic growth
irections due to the disordered distribution of temperature and
olute in the alloy melt during solidification (Fig. 7b2 and b3). By
omparison, when TMF  are applied during solidification, all the
rystal orientations of the ˛-Al phase become relatively in order

Fig. 7a2 and a3). However, Up-TMF processing can cause the ˛-
l phase growing in the <001> crystal orientation to deflect for

 certain angle, due to the disturbance of heat flows. Conversely,
nder the same conditions, Down-TMF processing facilitates all the
 & Technology 61 (2021) 100–113 105

growth of ˛-Al along the <001> crystal orientation (Fig. 7c2 and
c3). Additionally, it also can be demonstrated from Figs. 2 and 3
that Down-TMF effectively promotes the <001> directional growth
of ˛-Al during the sequential solidification process, eliminates sec-
ondary dendrites, refines the primary dendrites and the PDAS, as
well as diminishes the generation of precipitates to improve the
uniformity of the microstructure. The effects of Up-TMF processing
are almost exactly the opposite.

3.3. Variations in mechanical properties of alloys

It is well known that there is a strong relationship between
mechanical performance and microstructure [41,45,46]. So we
measured the mechanical properties, including tensile strength and
hardness, and analyzed the fracture surface behavior of samples.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. It can be observed that Down-
TMF  can effectively improve the ultimate tensile strength, yield
strength and elongation from 196.2 MPa, 101.2 MPa  and 14.5 %
in the process without TMF  to 224.1 MPa, 114.5 MPa  and 17.1 %;
meanwhile the hardness is increased from 85.1 kg mm−2 (No-TMF)
to 102.1 kg mm−2. While the Up-TMF have little impacts on the ten-
sile strength (Fig. 8a and b), but decrease the hardness to 80.2 kg
mm−2. In addition, the Fig. 8 shows that with respect to all the three
alloys under different process, the modes of fracture in the sequen-
tial solidification are mainly ductile due to the high elongation and
the appearance of dimples. However, the growth of microstructures
and the distributions of precipitates are different in the three alloys,
resulting in the strength of ductility varies. Specifically, it can be
demonstrated that without TMF  process, the quantity and the size
of dimples are small, and the dimples are not evenly distributed;
resulting in a significant reduction of ductility in the mode of frac-
ture (Fig. 8c). While, the scanning fractograph in Fig. 8d reveals
that the Up-TMF has little effects on the fracture surface behavior,
as well as the performance. In addition, the aggregations of precipi-
tated phases appear in the fracture surface, leading to a decrease of
mechanical properties for the alloys (red squares in Fig. 8c and d).
Nevertheless, the Down-TMF can effectively improve the appear-
ance of dimples, which are connected with each other by the tear
ridges and distributed uniformly (Fig. 8e). In this case, the quantity
and the size of dimples containing a deeper shape are large; further-
more, the precipitated phases are distributed evenly. Ultimately,
microstructural optimization and performance improvement can
be obtained by the Down-TMF process.

4. Discussion

4.1. Simulation of travelling magnetic fields coupling with flow
fields in the alloy melt

We coupled the magnetic fields with the flow fields in the alloy
melt during solidification by the combination of Ansoft-Maxwell
software and Ansoft-CFX software. Due to the strong spatial and
temporal dependence of TMF  [31], we  used the effective electric
current Ie (17A) to represent the strength of the magnetic fields.
In addition, the distribution of magnetic fields in the alloy melt
was characterized by the average magnetic force density of each
position over a certain period. Furthermore, all the values of mag-
netic force density were imported into Ansoft-CFX with the same
alloy melt model to conduct the coupling calculations of flow fields
and magnetic fields. The distributions of the temperature and melt
flows during solidification process were simulated (images of the

simulated results from 0 s to 0.6 s, before the melt flows reach sta-
bility, were taken), together with calculations of the flow velocities
in three directions at 0.6 s; and the results are shown in Figs. 9–11.
Firstly, with respect to the shape of solid-liquid interfaces from 0 s
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ig. 6. Related statistical results of the as-cast microstructural morphologies. (a) Th
3 in (a) denote the PDAS value in the tangential, diagonal and radial directions, res
hase,  as measured by EBSD. (d) Deviation angles for the growth direction of ˛-Al i

o 0.6 s; a slight concave nature was noted with No-TMF process-
ng near the mushy zone (Fig. 9). This follows as the latent heat
enerated at the solidification front causes the temperature to be
igher at the center of the melt than at the sidewalls where the
ooling rates are faster. Additionally, slow, short-range, upward
Area A in Fig. 9) and downward (Area B) flows appear in front
f the mushy zones along the direction of the temperature gradi-
nt, again resulting in a non-uniform distributions of temperature.
ndeed, we find that TMF  can produce long-range directional cir-
ular flows to directly alter the shape of the solid-liquid interface
Figs. 10 and 11). Specifically, with Up-TMF processing, long-range,
apid downward flows (Flow 1 in Fig. 10) appear in the center of the

elt, which inhibit the transport of latent heat at the solidification
ront. Conversely, long-range, rapid upward flows (Flow 3) appear
ear the sidewalls of the melt, which can accelerate the transfer of

atent heat. As a result, the temperature at the center of the melt is
bout 50 K higher than at the sidewalls at the same level, which
nduces the intense concave solid-liquid interface in the mushy
one (Fig. 10). A further factor is that the slow radial flows (Flow

 in Fig. 10) transport the higher temperature melt from the cen-
er to the sidewalls, which causes a temperature gradient to form
t the solid-liquid interface. Ultimately, the long-range directional
ircular flows produced by Up-TMF, consisting of Flow 1, Flow 2
nd Flow 3, can radically affect the distribution of temperature in
he alloy melt (Fig. 10). Conversely, in the Down-TMF process, long-
ange, rapid upward flows (Flow 4) appear in the center of melt at

he solidification front, while long-range, rapid downward flows
Flow 6) appear near the sidewalls of the melt. Similarly, the slow
adial flows (Flow 5) induce a decrease in temperature of the melt
rom the sidewalls to the center (Fig. 11). In this case, the long-range
suring method used to calculate the PDAS using Image-Pro software. The p1,  p2 and
ely. (b) Results of the measurements of the PDAS. (c) The dendrite sizes in the ˛-Al

direction of temperature gradient, again measured by EBSD.

directional circular flows caused by Down-TMF, consisting of Flow
4, Flow 5 and Flow 6, will also affect the distribution of temperature
in the alloy melt (Fig. 11). However, the directions of the circular
flows in Down-TMF processing are opposite to those in Up-TMF
processing; as a result, the solid-liquid interface become convex
or flat with Down-TMF processing, as seen in the mushy zone in
Fig. 11. It is clear that these variations in the solid-liquid interface
caused by TMF  can directly change the distribution of tempera-
ture as well as the evolution of the microstructure in the alloy melt
[29,30]. Accordingly, we propose three hypothetical mechanisms
for this behavior.

4.2. First hypothetical mechanism: mechanical stirring

To date, many literatures have attributed the dendritic refine-
ment to the mechanical stirring caused by the magnetic fields
[47–49]. The consensus is that with TMF  processing, quantities of
refined grains and dendrites appear in the microstructure, resulting
in a consequent decrease in PDAS. Nevertheless, this mechanism is
mainly applicable to the conditions that the melt flow velocities are
larger than the critical large Reynolds number Re,cr (2300) and the
critical magnetic Taylor number Tam,cr (1.23e+5) [50–52]. There-
fore, we calculated the results by using the following relationships
[50–52]:

Re = 2�vrr/�, (4)
Tam = B2r4��f/��
2
, (5)

where Re is the maximum Reynolds number, � is the density of Al-
5 wt.%Cu alloy which varies with the melt temperature T, vr is the
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own-TMF respectively. The numbers “1”, “2” and “3” denote the serial number o
orresponding <001> - inverse pole figures. (a3), (b3), and (c3) are the correspondin

aximum velocity of the melt flow, � is the viscosity coefficient,
am is the magnetic Taylor number, B is the magnetic field inten-
ity, r is the sample radius, � is the electrical conductivity of the
elt, and f is the current frequency. From the results, we obtain

hat the maximum Reynolds number (Re) of the melt is 18.20 (for
o-TMF), 92.04 (for Up-TMF) and 114.21 (for Down-TMF), and the
agnetic Taylor number (Tam) is 5.21 when TMF  is applied. These

alues of Re and Tam are much lower than the theoretical critical
alues of Re,cr (2300) and Tam,cr (1.23e+5). Consequently, the melt
ows are all laminar rather than turbulent flows, which can hardly
reak up the dendrites. In addition, this explanation does not take

nto account the importance of the direction of TMF. Therefore, it
s clearly inappropriate to simply attribute grain refinement to the

echanical stirring generated by TMF; accordingly, we need to seek
n alternative explanation.

.3. Second hypothetical mechanism: Variation in Gibbs free
nergy

According to the classical theory of thermodynamics, changes
n the Gibbs free energy are the driving force for the nucleation of

 crystal, whereas variations in interfacial free energy provide the
esistance to this nucleation [47]. The changes in Gibbs free energy
or the growth of primary ˛-Al dendrite can be written as:
Gg = 
 · Sg + V · 	GV, (6)

here �Gg , 
 and �GV respectively denote the changes in Gibbs
ree energy, interfacial free energy and volume free energy for the
rmined by EBSD. The “a”, “b” and “c” stand for the results of Up-TMF, No-TMF and
os. (a1), (b1), and (c1) are the IQ images of EBSD maps. (a2), (b2), and (c2) are the
1> - pole figures.

solid-liquid phase transformation. Sg denotes the superficial area
of crystal nucleus, and V denotes the volume of the crystal nucleus.
Accordingly, Eq. (6) can be written in terms of the radius R of the
nucleated crystal as:

	Gg = 
 · 4�R2 +
(

4/3
)
�R3 · 	GV, (7)

where the critical nucleation radius Rc can be obtained from:

Rc = −2
/	GV . (8)

When the TMF  processing is added, the Gibbs free energy
changes induced by the extra energy are introduced into the alloy
melt [53–55]. Therefore, Eqs. (6) and (8) can be rewritten as:

	Gg = 
 · Sg + V · 	GV + V · 	GTMF, (9)

RTMF = −2
/ (	GV + 	GTMF ) , (10)

where �GTMF is the magnetic free energy which increases with the
strength of the magnetic fields [56], and RTMF is the critical nucle-
ation radius in the presence of TMF. Clearly, the value of RTMF will
be less than Rc . Thus, theoretically, the addition of TMF  will cause
a reduction in the critical nucleation radius, which is conducive to
the nucleation of ˛-Al and to reducing the grain and dendrite sizes.
Similarly, this explanation fails to take into account the importance
of the direction of TMF. However, our findings in this paper show

that although the new free energy �GTMF in both cases are equal,
Down-TMF is favorable for the grain refinement, while the Up-TMF
does the opposite. Consequently, this hypothesis based on a per-
spective from Gibbs free energy cannot explain the converse results
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nder different directional TMF  processing. Therefore, we  should
ropose a new viewpoint to explain the effect of TMF.

.4. Third hypothetical mechanism: Long-range directional
ircular flows

Based on our analysis, we propose and believe the hypothesis
hat the long-range directional melt flows generated by TMF  to be
he most likely explanation for the changes of solidification behav-
or, due to the mass and heat transfer produced by these flows.
pecifically, long-range directional melt flows can alter the trans-
ort of the Cu solutes between high and low concentration zones, as
ell as the temperature distribution between high and low tem-

erature zones in alloy melt, in turn can profoundly change the
olidification paths and solutes partition coefficients [57]. Follow-
ng on from this, we investigate the evolution of microstructure and
olidification behavior, in both the transient and steady state dur-
ng the solidification process, and show the results in Fig. 12. For
he distributions of the solute at the solid-liquid interface, shown
n Fig. 12c, the transient state of sequential solidification can be
efined by [58]:

0 = CS/CL, (11)

here the CL and CS are, respectively, the solute concentrations in
he liquid phase and solid phase at the transient state period, and
0 is the solute partition coefficient (k0<1). In the sequential solid-
fication process, Down-TMF can accelerate the transport of excess

u solute, generated at the solidification front, to a distant region
f the melt with a higher temperature and lower solute concentra-
ion (Fig. 11), so as to curtail the enrichment of solute. Ultimately,
he instantaneous solute concentration CL-(Down-TMF) in the liq-
. (c), (d) and (e) are scanning fractograph for No-TMF, Up-TMF and Down-TMF,

uid phase at the solidification front will decrease, in contrast to the
value of CL-(No-TMF) in the process without TMF (Fig. 12c). At this
point, the values of CS-(Down-TMF) and CS-(No-TMF) in the solid
phase can be regarded as equal. Therefore, from Eq. (11), the instan-
taneous solute partition coefficient k0-(Down-TMF) will be larger
than k0-(No-TMF). Considering that the compositional undercool-
ing may  occur due to the solute enrichment at the solidification
front, the transient state of sequential solidification can be evalu-
ated by [58,59]:

GT
vg

≤ m
C0

Dd

(
1 − k0

k0

)
, (12)

where the GT is the temperature gradient of the alloy melt, C0 is
the solute concentrations in the initial solution, m is the slope of
liquid phase, vg is the rate of interface movement and Dd is the
diffusion coefficient of solute in liquid phase. Wherein C0, m, vg
and Dd can be specified to be constant, due to the fact that the
movement of the solid-liquid interface has not yet begun at a spe-
cific moment in the solidification process. In addition, compared
with the solidification without TMF, the GT -(Down-TMF) in Down-
TMF  processing will increase on account of the transfer of latent
heat from mushy zone to the high temperature zone by long-range
directional circular flows. On the contrary, the GT -(Up-TMF) in Up-
TMF  processing will decrease. Here, Eq. (12) is used as the basis for
judging whether compositional undercooling occurs or not [60,61].
When the inequality is true, the compositional undercooling is easy
to form. Based on the results that k0-(Down-TMF) and GT -(Down-

TMF) are larger than k0-(No-TMF) and GT -(No-TMF), compositional
undercooling cannot be produced with Down-TMF processing (Eq.
12). In addition, the changes in the instantaneous solute partition
coefficient can also affect the instantaneous melting temperature
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L of the alloys in the transient state of sequential solidification, as
58,59]:

L = T0 − mC0

[
1 + 1 − k0

k0
exp(− vgN

Dd
)
]
, (13)

here T0 is the melting temperature of the pure solvent, TL is the
nstantaneous melting temperature of the alloy in the transient
tate of sequential solidification, and N is the position of solid-liquid
nterface. From Eq. (13), due to the increase of instantaneous solute
artition coefficient k0, the value of the momentary melting tem-
erature TL-(Down-TMF) at the solidification front will be higher
han TL-(No-TMF), as shown in Fig. 12c. Moreover, from Fig. 11,
own-TMF can effectively transfer the latent heat from the solid-

iquid interface to the distant melt, resulting in a rapid cooling at
he solidification front. In addition, TL-(Down-TMF) and undercool-
ng temperature �Tk-(Down-TMF) at the solidification front can be
ncreased. As a result, the adsorption of Cu atoms in the ˛-Al matrix
hase, the lattice matching and the solid solubility of Cu in matrix
hase ˛-Al will all be indirectly improved [58,59].

In summary, Down-TMF can increase the instantaneous solute
artition coefficient k0, which can inhibit the appearance of com-
ositional undercooling and reduce the solute concentrations CL in
he liquid phase at the solidification front. As a result, the aggrega-
ion and growth of the precipitate phases, including Al2Cu, AlCu
nd AlCu3, are inhibited. Furthermore, Down-TMF can increase
he momentary melting temperature TL and promote the trans-
er of latent heat from the solid-liquid interface to the distant melt,
esulting in an increase of the undercooling temperature �Tk; in

urn, to improve the solid solubility of Cu in matrix ˛-Al phase.
onversely, Up-TMF will produce opposite effects in the direc-
ional transport of solute and heat. Specifically, CL-(Up-TMF) will
e increased, TL-(Up-TMF), �Tk-(Up-TMF) and k0-(No-TMF) will be
locities after 0.6 s with No-TMF processing. The black arrows indicate the directions

decreased, and compositional undercooling will be produced at the
solidification front. As a result, the precipitate phases can aggregate
easily along grain boundaries and the solid solubility of Cu in the
matrix ˛-Al phase will decrease accordingly.

By using the Lever-rule model and the Scheil model [58,59],
the solidification paths for sequential solidification at steady-state
were calculated by the Pandat software. In addition, the results in
Fig. 12a show that the solidification temperature is 840 K based
on the Lever-rule model, and 821 K based on the Scheil model. In
this paper, we  first used the Scheil model to simulate the solidifica-
tion process under an ideal condition, that is, the infinite diffusion
in liquid phase and no diffusion in solid phase. However, when
calculating the actual experiments, we only referred to the non-
diffusion behavior in solid phase according to the Scheil model.
In this case, the effects of “No-TMF”, “Up-TMF” and “Down-TMF”
on liquid phase diffusion and a series of results were studied.
Therefore, the phase diagram curves under the ideal condition
calculated by the Scheil model can be shown as the solid black
lines in Fig. 12b. During the actual sequential solidification with-
out TMF, weak flows, generated by gravity, buoyancy and heat
transfer (Area B of Fig. 9), will limit the solute diffusion at the
solidification front, which can cause the solute concentration CL ′-
(No-TMF) in the liquid phase at steady-state to increase. In addition,
from the principle of mass conservation, CS ′-(No-TMF) will also
decrease at steady-state. Accordingly, the phase diagram curves
without TMF  are approximated as Lines 1 in Fig. 12b, for the sequen-
tial solidification process. Therefore, by comparison to the case of
the Scheil model, the solidification intervals �T0-(No-TMF) during

sequential solidification are increased, whereas the solute distri-
bution coefficient k0

′-(No-TMF) at steady-state decreases. While,
because of the long-range directional circular flows generated in
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own-TMF processing (Fig. 11), the transport of excess solute
rom the solidification front to the distant melt, will be greatly
nhanced. Under these circumstances, the solute concentration
L
′-(Down-TMF) in liquid phase at steady-state become less than
L
′-(No-TMF); accordingly, the CS ′-(Down-TMF) will be larger than

he CS ′-(No-TMF), such that the curves on the phase diagram under
own-TMF process will shift to the solid pink Lines 3 in Fig. 12b.
imilarly, we find that the solidification intervals �T0-(Down-TMF)
ill be less than �T0-(No-TMF), while the value of solute distribu-

ion coefficient k0
′-(Down-TMF) at steady-state during sequential

olidification will become larger than k0
′-(No-TMF). However, the

ong-range directional circular flows induced by Up-TMF (Fig. 10)
ill rapidly transfer the solute from distant regions of the melt

o the solidification front to enhance the solute enrichment at the
olid-liquid interface. Furthermore, the solute concentration CL ′-
Up-TMF) in the liquid phase at steady-state will become larger
han CL ′-(No-TMF); nevertheless, CS ′-(Up-TMF) will be less than
S
′-(No-TMF). As a result, the phase diagram curves after Up-TMF

rocessing change into the blue dotted Lines 2 in Fig. 12b. Like-
ise, we find that the solidification intervals �T0-(Up-TMF) are

arger than �T0-(No-TMF), while the k0
′-(Up-TMF) at steady-state

ecomes less than k0
′-(No-TMF). It is well known that the changes

n the solidification intervals �T0, the solute distribution coefficient
0, the undercooling temperature �Tk and the momentary melt-
ng temperature TL can effectively alter the solidification behavior,
ltimately leading to corresponding evolutions in the microstruc-
ural morphology and the precipitated phases in the alloys [62].
onsequently, we believe that this hypothesis of long-range direc-

ional forced melt flows is most reasonable to explain the specific
ffects of TMF  on microstructure evolutions in alloys with large
olidification intervals. Hence, we provide a detailed elucidation
locities after 0.6 s with Up-TMF processing. The white arrows indicate the directions

of this mechanism below by combining the relationship between
microstructure and mechanical performance.

4.5. Deterministic mechanism of TMF on the microstructure and
performance

Using the schematic illustration in Fig. 13, we can describe
mechanistically how the coupling of TMF  with sequential solidi-
fication can markedly alter solidification behavior and hence affect
the microstructural evolution and performance of cast Al-5 wt.%Cu
alloys. The specific mechanisms primarily involve the transmis-
sion and redistribution of solute and temperature, which can be
attributed to the long-range directional circular flows induced by
TMF. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 13a, two  opposite directional melt
flows, induced by gravity, buoyancy and heat exchange, appear at
the solidification front with No-TMF processing. Along the direction
of temperature gradient, melt flows below can enhance the trans-
port of solute and latent heat to the regions of the melt distant
from the center, which serves to promote the growth of primary
dendrites. However, the above melt flows inhibit these events. Con-
sequently, the primary ˛-Al dendrites grow in a deflected manner
toward the center of the melt and significant secondary dendrites
are formed, due to the inhibition of mass and heat transfer. How-
ever, such inhibitions are eliminated with Down-TMF processing,
because of the fast transmission of solute and latent heat from the
solidification front to the distant regions of the melt (Fig. 13b). This
is equivalent to increasing the degree of temperature undercooling,

while inhibiting the compositional undercooling [63]. Therefore,
the growth of the <001> primary ˛-Al dendrites is greatly increased,
while the growth of the secondary dendrites is severely suppressed.
Combined with the results in Eqs. (11)–(13), the values of the
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Fig. 11. The distribution of temperatures and melt flow at different times with the flow velocities after 0.6 s with Down-TMF processing. The white arrows indicate the
directions of the melt flows.

Fig. 12. Schematic diagrams of solidification process under different conditions. (a) Solidification path models. (b) Phase diagram curves. Lines 1, Lines 2 and Lines 3 in.(b)
are  the equivalent phase diagram curves of No-TMF, Up-TMF and Down-TMF, respectively. (c) Distributions of solutes and temperatures at the solid-liquid interface. In (c),
S  refers to solid phase, L refers to liquid phase, T is the melting point, N is the position of solid-liquid interface, x is the position of the alloy melt distant from the solid-liquid
interface and C0, CL , and CS are, respectively, the solute concentration of the initial, liquid and solid states.
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ig. 13. Schematic diagrams showing the mechanisms for different TMF  processes
olidification front. The red squares are the latent heat generated at the solidificatio
nd  (c) represent melt flows.

olute distribution coefficient k0, the undercooling temperature
Tk and the momentary melting temperature TL are all increased

y Down-TMF processing, whereas the solidification interval �T0 is
ecreased. We can evaluate the growth of the solidi-liquid interface
y using [64–66]:

g = GTDd/	T0, (14)

1 = 4.3
(
	T0Dd�

k0

) 1
4
G

− 1
2

T · v
− 1

4
g , (15)

2 = 7.5t0.39
l , (16)

here vg is the velocity of stable growth for the flat interface, �1 and
2 are the PDAS and secondary dendritic arm spacing, respectively,

 is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient, and tl is the local solidifica-
ion time at solid-liquid interface. From Eqs. (14)–(16), it can be
educed that Down-TMF processing causes both �1 and �2 to be
ecreased. Moreover, the solid solubility of Cu in the ˛-Al matrix is
lso raised due to the increasing values of k0

′ and CS ′-(Down-TMF)
t steady-state during sequential solidification; leading to a reduc-
ion in other precipitated phases. Correspondingly, the size of ˛-Al
endrites and the PDAS are both decreased as the microstructure
ecomes more uniform; meanwhile the quantity of precipitated
hases is reduced, while the solid solubility of Cu in the ˛-Al matrix

s increased. Therefore, the hardness of the matrix will increase
ignificantly [67]. In regard to the tensile strength, due to the
ecrease of PDAS and secondary dendritic arm spacing, as well as
he increase of uniformly distributed matrix phases growing along
he temperature gradient caused by Down-TMF, the tensile stress
nd the numerous large and deep dimples can be more uniform,
n turn, to increase the ultimate tensile strength, yield strength,
longation and ductility of alloys [45,46]. In addition, Down-TMF
ffectively decrease the volume fraction of precipitated phases, so
s to largely improve the ductility of alloys [41]. In comparison
o Down-TMF processing, Up-TMF processing will generate long-
ange circular flows in opposite directions (Fig. 13c), which will
estrain the axial transmission of the excess solutes and latent
eat from solidification front to the distant regions of the melt.
ventually, the solute will accumulate at the solid-liquid interface
nd lead to severe compositional undercooling. In addition, the
atent heat cannot be dissipated along the axial direction, which
esults in a more intense increase of temperature at the solidifica-

ion front, as well as the serious inhibition to the growth of primary
-Al dendrites. However, radial heat dissipation is enhanced, which
an improve the growth of secondary dendrites and severe deflec-
ions in the growth directions of the primary dendrites. Eventually
led with sequential solidification. The purple circles are the solute enriched at the
t. “HTZ” denotes a higher temperature zone. The purple and black arrows in (a) (b)

Up-TMF can increase the dendrite sizes, the PDAS and precipi-
tate content. Moreover Up-TMF can generate the inhibitions of the
growth of primary dendrites, promote the growth of secondary
dendrite, and decrease the solid solubility of Cu in the ˛-Al matrix.
Therefore, Up-TMF have the negative effects on mechanical perfor-
mance of alloys, in particular, it may  lead to a significant reduction
of ductility in the mode of fracture.

5. Conclusions

(1) By coupling the TMF  with sequential solidification, the mushy
zones of Al-Cu-based alloys with large solidification inter-
vals can be continuously regulated, further to modify the
microstructures and mechanical properties, due to the long-
range directional circular flows generated by TMF.

(2) Only the Down-TMF can lead to an equivalent increase in the
solute partition coefficient. Furthermore, the process causes
reductions in the solidification intervals, the grain and dendrite
sizes, the PDAS and precipitate content; moreover, it enhances
the quantity of primary ˛-Al dendrites growing along the direc-
tion of temperature gradient and the solid solubility of Cu
in this phase. That is, Down-TMF is the preferred process to
acquire refined and homogeneous microstructures. Conversely,
Up-TMF results in a series of opposite and less desirable effects
on the solidification behavior and microstructures.

(3) Only the Down-TMF can significantly enhance the mechani-
cal properties, including the ultimate tensile strength, yield
strength, elongation and hardness, as well as make the frac-
ture mode ductile; however, Up-TMF reduces the performance
and ductility of alloys.
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